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NORTH OF SPAIN RALLY 

From 25th September to 1st October 2023 

NAVIA 

 
If you have a pre-1988 motorbike and you like to ride without looking at the time or the 

odometer in a relaxed family atmosphere, this is your Rally. 

 

We will continue as our base of operations the beautiful coastal town of Navia but with 

important changes for this 2023 edition.  

The first one will be the increase of the duration of the Rally from 6 to 7 days, which will 

be a new challenge for the intrepid riders and mounts that will ride more than 1,118 

miles during one week. 

 

Another novelty for this year will be a new accommodation, the Hotel Blanco Wellness 

& Spa, a 4**** hotel located 0.9 miles from Navia, which meets the highest standards 

of comfort and quality, highlighting its haute cuisine service where, starting from the 

best seasonal raw materials, dishes are created that fuse traditional gastronomy with the 

best avant-garde cooking techniques, without renouncing at any time, to certain exotic or 

different cultures winks; This, together with a wine cellar of more than 250 national and 

international references, will undoubtedly augur well for a good pairing. It offers a 

cafeteria where you can meet at the end of the day to discuss anecdotes and moments 

experienced during the route or relax with your favourite drink or cocktail before going 

to bed. The hotel also has a gym and an attractive Spa circuit with waterfall and swan 

neck, oxygenating loungers, buttocks and lumbar benches, lower body jets, Roman sauna, 

Turkish bath, Jacuzzi, footbath, relaxation room... as well as different relaxing, beauty 

and wellness treatments. 

The other option is the Arias Palace-hotel, a 3*** accommodation located in the centre 

of Navia, where the traditional palace has been transformed into a comfortable place to 

stay, with a large and covered garage for storing motorbikes. Thanks to its perfect location 

you can enjoy its traditional cider bars where you can taste typical Asturian dishes such 

as the famous cachopos or the rich Cabrales cheese, accompanied by the best Asturian 

cider... 

 

The Rally will start on Monday 25th September from Colombres, crossing the province 

from one end to the other until Navia and will finish on Sunday 1st October, returning to 

Colombres. For your peace of mind and comfort, MC Indianos will be in charge of 

moving your luggage from hotel to hotel during these connecting routes. 

As in previous years, you will ride around 124 miles each day, but differently to 2022 

edition, the routes will run mainly on secondary and tertiary mountain roads with 

hardly any roundabouts or traffic, passing through villages and landscapes where it seems 

that time has stood still for decades; You will wind along old roads with unpolluted 

asphalt surrounding coal and gold mines, entering natural parks declared Biosphere 

Reserves by Unesco and which make up the largest oak forest in Spain, as well as being 

one of the areas with the largest population of brown bears in Europe. We will take the 

opportunity to visit some beautiful and picturesque coastal villages. 
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As usual, MC Indianos will provide you with assistance and meals during the route, 

roadbooks… All you have to worry about is enjoying the day and enjoying your classic 

motorbike. 

 

Are you going to miss it? 

 

 

 

 


